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‧Modern streamline cutting shape with classic 1911 retro style, BLE-Vulture with matte black surface treatment not only has an exquisite 
appearance but also has an excellent internal design.

‧With the fixed barrel design plus the adjustable short stroke trigger and short travel slide stopper, the combination will give the user a brand 
new fast shooting experience.

‧Hardening all-steel fire control module and Japanese-made SUS stainless steel sear spring, which is compatible with TM specifications.

M1913 Tactical Rail Adjustable trigger

Enlarged Thumb Safety Lever

6.03mm Universal Spec Inner 
Barrel and H-up Bucking

Muzzle compensator

Enlarged Slide Stop Lever

Ambidextrous slide with
quick pulling bump

Thickened base plate Magazine

Interchangeable with 
Tokyo Marui 1911 grip plates



Enlarged Grip Safety
Comes with a 14 mm CCW 
Steel Barrel Adapter

Short travel slide screw (Optional)

Realistic Steel Extractor

Realistic Fixed Barrel Feature

Deep curving pattern

Anti-slip cross pattern design

Steel fiber optic sight

Steel Hammer



6.03mm Universal Spec 
Inner Barrel and H-up 
Bucking

Universal Spec 6.03mm Precision Barrel for easier upgrade and
maintenance.

Realistic Fixed Barrel 
Feature

The fixed barrel design aims to minimize the inner tube wobbling 
while firing, which effectively improves shooting accuracy.



Adjustable trigger

The Short Stroke Trigger can effectively reduce the trigger 
traveling distance, increase the rate of fire, and greatly enhance 
the shooting responsiveness and accuracy.

M1913 Tactical Rail

The M1913 tactical rail can be equipped with personalized 
equipment according to usage habits, increase gadget 
extensibility.



Ambidextrous slide with
quick pulling bump

New Double sided quick pull bumps will increase surface friction, 
providing the users a reliable slide charge.

Short travel slide screw 
(Optional)

By Adding on the short travel slide screw, the slide travel distance 
will reduce 30% which will greatly increase the shooting cycle, 
enhance trigger response.
＊AV-09 VULTURE slide stop screw (optional)



Fire control 
grouping Spring

Fire control grouping Spring was made out of Japanese SUS301 
Stainless Steel, which comes with much better durability, and 
reliability.

Steel Fiber optic sight

Steel Fiber optic sight, was CNC processed and the 2mm fiber 
optic bar provides ultra-brightness under reliable light source.



Muzzle compensator

The tactical version comes with a proprietary compensator, this 
version has a longer inner barrel which increases the muzzle 
velocity and shooting accuracy.

Comes with a 14 mm 
CCW Steel Barrel 
Adapter

Barrel Extension Tube adaptable.



MODEL OPTIONS

SPECIFICATIONS

＊ Measured w/0.20g BBs and green gas tested @ 25℃ 
room temperature.

＊ Gun specs will be set differently according to the 
required settings from each market, the specifications 
listed above are for general use only.

Model

Total Length

Inner Barrel Length

Weight

Muzzle Velocity

Caliber

Magazine Capacity

Frame Material

Slide Material

Power

H-up

BLE-011-SB / BLE-011-TB

195 / 240mm

85 / 115mm

537 / 558g

80 / 95m/s (263 / 312FPS)

6mm

15 rounds

Aluminum

Aluminum

Green Gas

Adjustable

BLE-011-SB(Standard Version)

BLE-011-TB(Tactical Version)

AK-71
Wood Grip Plate

AK-72
Magazine (Thin Base)

AK-73
Magazine (Thick Base)


